Standardized Agreement
Article 1 (Purpose)

This agreement shall have the purpose of stipulating rights, obligations, and responsibilities of
user and cyber mall using internet shopping service (hereafter referred to as “Service”) provided
by Camper’s official online store Camper.com/kr (hereafter referred to as “Mall”) managed by this
website’s owner CAMPER S.L. and Camper’s Korean official partner BNF Fashion & Culture
International (hereafter referred to as “Company”).

※「This agreement shall be applied to electronic commerce transaction using PC and wireless
communication as long as it does not go against its characteristics」

Article 2 (Definition)

○,1 “Mall” means the virtual business place on which the Company set for transacting goods and
services by using information and communication facilities such as computer so that it may
provide goods and services (hereinafter referred to as “Goods and Services” to the User. The term
is also used as a business operating a cyber mall.

② "User" means a member or a non-member who uses Service provided by the “Mall” in
accordance with this Agreement through the access to the “Mall”

③ “Member” means a person who subscribed the membership by providing his or her personal
information to the “Mall”, for which the member may be informed of the “Mall” on a continuous
basis and use the Service offered by the “Mall”.

④ “Non-Member” means a person who use the Service offered by the “Mall” not subscribing to
the membership.

Article 3 (Display, Explanation & Modification of User Agreement)

○,1 “Mall” shall, for easier recognition by Users, display the contents of this Agreement, name of
company and president, business address (including the address where customer complaints may
be treated), telephone number, fax number, email address, business registration number, mailorder business registration number, staff in charge of privacy management, et cetera on the initial
service page of the cyber mall. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the contents of this Agreement
may be exposed to Users through a link page.

② “Mall” shall obtain the confirmation of a User for important matters such as cancellation of
purchase, delivery obligation, refund terms, et cetera through a separate link page or pop-up
window before the User agrees on this Agreement so that the User may understand such
important matters.

③ “Mall” may modify this Agreement within the extent that it does not violate applicable laws,
e.g. the Law related to Protection of Consumer on E-commerce, Et Cetera, the Law related to
Limitation of Agreement, Basic Law of Electronic Transaction, Electronic Signature Law, the Law
related to Stimulation of Use of Information and Communication Network & Information
Protection, the Law related to Call Sales, Et Cetera, the Consumer Protection Law, et cetera.

④ In the event of any modification of this Agreement, the announcement stipulating the date of
application and the cause of modification shall be displayed on the initial page from 7 days prior
to the date of application to the previous day of the same date. Notwithstanding the foregoing,
in the event that such modification becomes disadvantageous Users, such modification shall be
announced at least 30 days prior to the date of application. The announcement shall include a
table specifying the modification on a before-and-after basis for easier understanding of Users.

○,5 In the event of any modification of this Agreement, the modified Agreement shall be applied
only to the contracts to be concluded after the date of application, whereas the provisions of this
Agreement prior to the modification shall be applied to the contracts which have been previously
concluded prior to the same date. Notwithstanding the foregoing, in the event that a User who
already entered into the Contract sends his or her intent to be applied by the provisions of the
modified Agreement to the “Mall” within the period of announcement for the modification of this
Agreement in accordance with Clause ④ and acquires the approval of the “Mall”, the provisions
of the modified Agreement

○,6 The matters not stipulated herein and the interpretation of this Agreement shall be in
accordance with the Law related to Protection of Consumer on E-commerce, Et Cetera, the Law
related to Limitation of Agreement, the Consumer Protection Policy on E-commerce, Et Cetera
stipulated by the Fair Trade Commission, and other applicable laws and commercial practices.

Article 4 (Provision & Replacement of Service)

① “Mall” shall perform the following duties:

1. Provision of information regarding product or service and conclusion of purchase contracts

2. Delivery of product or service on purchase contract

3. Other duties designated by the “Mall”

② “Mall” may replace product or service provided by the contract to be concluded in the event
that product or service is sold out or technical specifications are changed. In this case, the “Mall”
shall immediately announce the replacement of the product or service and the date of application
on the page where the present product or service is displayed.

③ In the event that product or service on the contract with a User needs to be replaced because
the product or service is sold out or technical specifications are changed, the “Mall” shall
immediately notify the cause to the address of the User.

④ In the event of the occurrence of the previous clause, the “Mall” shall compensate the User for
damages. Notwithstanding the foregoing, this shall not apply if the “Mall” proves that such event
is not caused by its intention or negligence.

Article 5 (Suspension of Service)

① “Mall” may temporarily suspend the provision of Service in the event of any repair, inspection,
replacement, breakdown of information and communication equipment such as computers, or
interruption of communication.

② “Mall” shall compensate User or 3rd party for damages caused by the temporary suspension of
provision of Service due to the cause(s) in Clause ①. Notwithstanding the foregoing, this shall not
apply if the “Mall” proves that such event is not caused by its intention or negligence.

③ In the event of any unavailability of provision of Service due to the conversion of business
item, abandon of business, integration between businesses, et cetera, the “Mall” shall notify the
fact to Users in the manner stipulated in Article 8, and compensate consumers in accordance with
the conditions which are initially suggested by the “Mall”.

Article 6 (Membership)

① The User shall apply for the membership by expressing his or her intent to agree on this
Agreement after filling out the form designated by the “Mall” with the member information.

② “Mall” shall register the User who applied for the membership in the manner stipulated in
Clause ① as a Member provided that the User is not engaged in one of the following items. In
the event that:

1. If applicant is under age 19, Camper’s personal information protection policy and agreement
conditions have to be disclosed to the legal representative or guardian and such person has
to give consent to such condition before joining as Member or order;

2. The applicant ever lost its membership in the past in accordance with Clause 3 of Article 7 of
this Agreement. Notwithstanding the foregoing, this shall not apply to those acquired the
approval of the “Mall” for re-subscription of the membership since 3 years has passed from
the date of loss of membership in accordance with Clause 3 of Article 7 of this Agreement;

3. There is false information or omission in the registered contents;

4. “Mall” deems that the applicant may cause significant inconvenience to be registered as a
Member.

③ The Membership shall be effective at the time that the Member receives the approval of the
“Mall”.

④ The Member shall notify any change of its information to the “Mall” in accordance with Clause
1 of this Article through email or other communication method.

Article 7 (Withdrawal from Membership & Loss of Eligibility)

① The Member may at any time request for the withdrawal from its membership to the “Mall”,
and the “Mall” shall proceed with the withdrawal on the request of the Member.

② In the event that a Member is engaged in one of the following items, the “Mall” may limit or
suspend the eligibility of the Member. In the event that the Member:

1. Registered false information at the time of the application for membership;

2. Has not paid the price of goods it purchased through the “Mall” or other liability borne by
the Member in respect of the use of the “Mall”;

3. Interrupts others to use the “Mall” or threats the order of e-commerce, e.g. illegal of personal
information; or

4. Takes any action being against the laws, this Agreement and good public order and
customers by using the “Mall”.

③ “Mall” may cancel the membership of the Member whose membership was suspended or
limited, and repeated the same action twice or more, or the cause is not corrected within 30 days.

④ In the event of the cancellation of membership, the “Mall” shall notify it to the Member, and
give the Member 30 days or more to grant an opportunity to explain the cause prior to the
cancellation.

Article 8 (Notification to Members)

① In the event of any notification of the “Mall” to a Member, it may be delivered via an email
address designated by the Member through the agreement with the “Mall”

② “Mall”, in the event of the notification to unspecified Members, may replace individual
notification by displaying such notification on the board linked in the website of the “Mall” for 1
week or more. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the “Mall” shall give individual notice to a Member

in respect of any matter which may have a significant influence on the Member regarding his or
her transaction.

Article 9 (Request for Purchase)

The User shall apply for purchase in accordance with the following manner or other similar
manner at the “Mall”, and the “Mall” shall provide the User with the following information in the
form which the User may easily understand in his or her request for purchase.

More details on purchase request can be checked through Camper’s operation policy.

1. Search and selection of goods, et cetera;
2. Entering name, address, telephone number, email address (or mobile phone number);
3. Confirmation of matter(s) in respect of the contents of this Agreement, the service(s) of which
right of cancellation of purchase is limited, obligation of delivery fees and installation fees, et
cetera;
4. Expression to agree on this Agreement, or confirm or refuse the Item 3 above (e.g. mouse
click);
5. Application for purchase of goods and confirmation of such application, or agreement on the
confirmation of the “Mall”;
6. Selection of payment method.
7. After checking email by “Mall” regarding purchase re-confirmation, click on address link in
email and then click purchase re-confirmation;
8. Send email by “Mall” regarding final purchase confirmation

Article 10 (Conclusion of Contract)

① “Mall” may not accept the request for purchase in Article 9 if it falls one of the following items.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, in the event of the conclusion of contract with a minor, the “Mall”
shall notify that the failure to acquire the agreement of the legal representative may cause the
cancellation of the contract by the minor him(her)self or the legal representative. In the event that:

1. There is false information or omission in the registered contents;

2. “Mall” deems that the applicant may cause significant inconvenience to accept the
application for purchase;

② The contract is deemed to be concluded when the acceptance of the “Mall” is delivered to the
User in the form of the confirmation of receipt stipulated in Clause 1 of Article 12.

③ The acceptance of the “Mall” shall include the information such as confirmation of the
application for purchase of the User, availability of sales, and correction or cancellation of the
application for purchase.

Article 11 (Payment Method)
The method of payment for a product or service purchased through the “Mall” may be selected
among the following items. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the “Mall” may not collect any
additional fees on the amount of the product or service.

1. Account transfer, e.g. phone banking, internet banking, mail banking, et cetera;

2. Card payment, e.g. prepaid card, debit card, credit card, et cetera;

3. Online non-bankbook deposit;

Article 12 (Notice of Receipt, Change and Cancellation of Application for Purchase)

① In the event of an application for purchase of a User, the “Mall” shall notify the User with the
receipt of the application.

② In the event that there is any discordance between expressions of intent, the User who
received the notice of receipt may change or cancel the application for purchase immediately
after the User receives the notice, and in the event of any request of a User prior to the delivery,
the “Mall” shall deal with the request without any delay. Notwithstanding the foregoing, in the
event that the payment has been already made, it shall be in accordance with the stipulation
related to the cancellation of purchase in Article 15.

Article 13 (Provision of Goods)
① Unless otherwise stipulated herein in respect of the schedule for the provision of goods, the
“Mall” shall take necessary measures to deliver the goods within 7 days from the date of purchase
by a User such as customized production or packaging. Notwithstanding the foregoing, in the
event that the “Mall” has received the whole or the part of the payment for the goods, such
measures shall be taken within 2 business days from the date of receipt of the payment. At that
time, the “Mall” shall take necessary measures to make the User check the procedures of
provision of the goods and delivery process.
② “Mall” shall specify, for the goods purchased by a User, the delivery method, payer of delivery
fees by method, period of delivery by method, et cetera. In the event that the “Mall” exceeds the
designated period of delivery, it shall compensate for damages to the User. Notwithstanding the
foregoing, this shall not apply if the “Mall” proves that such event is not caused by its intention or
negligence.

Article 14 (Refund)

In the event that the product or service which a User applied for purchase may not be provided
or delivered due to sold-out or other cause, the “Mall” shall notify the situation to the User
without any delay, and in the event that it has received the payment for the product or service in
advance, it shall refund the payment or take necessary measures within 2 business days from the
date of receipt of the payment.

Article 15 (Cancellation of Purchase)
① The User who concluded the contract for the purchase of goods with the “Mall” may cancel
the purchase within 7 days from the date on which the User received the notice of receipt.
② The User may not return or change the good which he or she received through delivery in the
event of one of the following items. In the event that:
1. The goods delivered is lost or damaged with the responsibility of the User (Notwithstanding
the foregoing, the cancellation of purchase may be acceptable in the event of the damage on
packaging for checking the contents in the box.);
2. The value of the goods is significantly decreased due to the use or consumption by the User;
3. The value of the goods is significantly decreased thus not available for re-sale due to the
lapse of time;
4. The packaging is damaged, if the goods may be reproduced to the goods showing the same
performance;
③ The cancellation of purchase by User shall not be limited if, in the case of Item 2 or Item 4 of
Clause 2, the “Mall” did not specify the fact that the cancellation of purchase is limited for easier
recognition by consumer or not take necessary measures, e.g. provision of a sample.
④ Notwithstanding Clause 1 and Clause 2, the User may cancel his or her purchase of goods
within 3 months from the date of receipt of the goods or within 30 days from the date on which

he or she recognized or could recognize that the contents of goods differ from the advertisement
or the provision of contract.

Article 16 (Effect of Cancellation of Purchase)
① In the event of the return of goods from a User, the “Mall” shall refund the payment for the
goods within 3 business days from the date on which it had received the payment. In the event
that the “Mall” caused a delay of the refund to the User, it shall pay interest calculated with
overdue interest rate (24% annually) determined by the 「Law related to Protection of Consumer
on E-commerce, Et Cetera」 for the number of days of delay.
② Regarding the above-mentioned refund and in the event that the User made a payment for
the goods with credit card or electronic money, the “Mall” shall request the business who
provided such payment method to suspend or cancel the payment without any delay.
③ In the event of any cancellation of purchase, the User shall bear the cost for return of the
goods provided. The “Mall” shall not claim for cancellation charge or compensation for damages
to the User in respect of the cancellation of purchase. Notwithstanding the foregoing, in the event
of the cancellation of purchase caused by that the contents of goods differ from the
advertisement or the provision of contract, the “Mall” shall bear the cost for return of the goods.
④ In the event that User bore the delivery fees when he or she received the goods, the “Mall”
shall specify who would bear the cost for the cancellation of purchase for easier recognition of
the User.

Article 17 (Protection of Personal Information)
① “Mall” collects minimum information necessary for the execution of the purchase contract with
Users. The following items shall be necessary information and others are optional.
1. Name

2. Address (Collect when purchasing product)
3. Telephone number (Collect when purchasing product)
4. Email address

② In the event that the “Mall” collects personal information available for identification of User, it
must obtain the approval of the User.

③ The personal information may not be used for any purpose and provided to any 3rd party
without the approval of the User, and the “Mall” shall be responsible for the matter.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, it shall not apply to the following items. In the event that:
1. The “Mall” informs the delivery service provider with minimum information of User for
performing delivery duty (e.g. name, address, telephone number);
2. Such personal information is necessary for statistics, academic research or market research,
and provided in the form that a certain individual may not be identified;
3. Such personal information is necessary for the settlement of payment for transacting
products, et cetera;
4. Such personal information is necessary for the identification against illegal use; or
5. There is inevitable cause by regulation or law.
④ In the event that the “Mall” is required to acquire the approval of User by Clause 2 and 3, it
shall specify or notify the provision stipulated in Clause of Article 22 of the Law related to
Stimulation of Use of Information and Communication Network & Information Protection, e.g.
identity of the personal information manager (post, name, telephone number, other contact),
purpose of collection and use of information, matters related to the provision of information to
3rd party (recipient, purpose of provision and information to be provided), et cetera.

⑤ Users may at any time request for the confirmation and correction of error on their personal
information possessed by the “Mall”, the “Mall” shall be responsible for taking any necessary
measures without any delay. In the event that a User requests for the correction of an error, the
“Mall” shall not use the applicable personal information until it corrects the error.

○,6 “Mall” shall limit the number of managers for protecting personal information, and be
responsible for any damages of User caused by loss, disclosure or falsification or personal
information of the User including credit card and bank account. However, Camper shall not be
responsible for personal information of the User provided by the User to a 3rd party approaching
through Camper.com. Before providing such User information, please check and learn the
personal information protection policy of other companies or organizations.

⑦ “Mall” or any 3rd party who received personal information from the “Mall”, shall without any
delay destroy personal information after it achieves its purpose of collection of the personal
information.

Article 18 (Obligations of “Mall”)

① “Mall” shall not take any action restricted by the law and this Agreement or being against the
good public order and customs, and put its best efforts to provide products and services on a
stable basis in accordance with the provisions in this Agreement.

② “Mall” shall equip the security system for the protection of personal information of Users
(including credit information) so that the Users may safely use online services.

③ “Mall” shall be responsible for the compensation to User(s) if it has caused damages to the
User(s) by displaying or adding unjust or unreasonable advertisement for a certain product or
service in accordance with Article 3 of the Law related to Fairness of Display and Advertisement.

④ “Mall” shall not send any profit-making emails which are not wanted by Users.

Article 19 (Obligations for ID & Password of Member)
This “Mall’ does not operate to membership program thus this “Mall” does not belong to the
standardized agreement article 19. Article 19 has been deleted from the list.
This is not equal to original standardized agreement.

Article 20 (Obligations of User) Users shall not:
1. Register false information at the time of its application or change of information;
2. Steal others’ personal information;
3. Change of information displayed on the “Mall”;
4. Remit or display any information other than the information selected by the “Mall” (computer
program, et cetera)
5. Infringe the copyright or the intellectual property right of the “Mall” or a 3rd party;
6. Take any action to bring disgrace on or interrupt the operation of the “Mall” or a 3rd party; or
7. Disclose or display any information containing indecent or violent message, video, voice, and
other information being against the good public order and customs.

Article 21 (Relationship between Linking Mal” & Linked Mall)

① In the event that the main mall and the sub-mall are linked with the hyperlink (e.g. the subject
of hyperlink includes text, image and video), the former is called as the Linking Mall (Website) and
the latter is called as the Linked Mall (Website).

② The Linking Mall shall not be responsible for any transaction with the User for any product or
service independently provided by the Linked Mall if the Linking Mall specify its intent of such
non-guarantee on the initial page at the website of the Linking Mall or pop-up window.

Article 22 (Copyright & Limitation of Use)

○,1 All data posted on the “Mall” and the “Mall” itself receives protection for copyright,
trademark, and other intellectual property rights. Data posted on the “Mall” is owned by CAMPER
S.L. and can be used only after obtaining approval by the owner. Such data includes picture,
image, illustration, writing, video clip, audio clip, logo, trademark, and all data posted on the “Mall”
and include software used to design and develop the “Mall”. All above rights are protected
worldwide.

○,2 “CAMPER” company name and all related trademarks posted on the “Mall” belong to
trademarks or service rights of CAMPER S.L.

○,3 Data posted on the “Mall” shall have purpose of providing information, promotion, and
product sales. User shall use the “Mall” only for personal and non-commercial purposes. When
User downloads or copies data posted on the “Mall”, User shall only use for personal and noncommercial purposes. User cannot take any right, ownership, or profit regarding software or data
obtained through such downloading or copying. User cannot copy, publish, deliver, distribute,
present, remove, delete, add, or revise software related to and data posted on the “Mall”
(excluding personal and non-commercial use) and cannot participate in creation, selling, or sales
of secondary works. Without clear, written consent by the “Mall”, other than using for personal
and non-commercial purposes, details of the “Mall” is strictly prohibited from copying, revising,
distributing, republishing, and using for other purposes.

○,4 “Mall” shall notify the User when using the copyright belonged to the applicable User in
accordance with mutual agreement.

Article 23 (Exclusion of guarantee responsibility)

○,1 Data posted on the “Mall” may include inaccuracies or errors. “Mall” shall not bear
responsibility for loss occurring from Users trusting such inaccuracies or errors. User shall be
responsible in evaluating data and details posted on the “Mall”. Information and data posted on
the “Mall” may be frequently changed without prior and post notices to Users.
○,2 Data and details provided by the “Mall” are provided “as is” or “possible to use” state. “Mall”
shall not give any guarantee, both explicit or implicit, regarding suitability for specific purpose,
marketability, non-existence of malignant program (computer virus, worm, Trojan’s horse, etc.), or
ownership. “Mall” does not guarantee accuracy, integrity, and recentness and cannot guarantee
non-existence of error or defect or that any error or defect is curable. User shall be responsible
for risk caused from using the “Mall” and the “Mall” shall not be responsible all losses and data
loss by the User as well as equipment required and/or software purchase and maintenance for
using the “Mall”. However, if applied law does not allow above exclusion of guarantee
responsibility, such may not be applied to the User.

Article 24 (Resolution of Dispute)
① “Mall” shall reflect the reasonable opinion or complaint made by User(s), and install and
operate an organization for dealing with compensation for damages.

② “Mall” shall give priority to any opinion or complaint made by User(s). Notwithstanding the
foregoing, in the event that it may not promptly deal with the matter, the “Mall” shall notify the
User with the cause and the schedule to make the treatment done.

③ In the event that there is any application for remedy by a User regarding the dispute raised
between the “Mall” and the User, the matter may be treated in accordance with the settlement of
the Fair Trade Commission or the arbitration commissioned by the Mayor or the jurisdiction.

Article 25 (Jurisdiction & Governing Law)
① Any and all e-commerce-related lawsuits raised between the “Mall” and a User shall be in
accordance with the address of the User at that time of the suing, and in the event of there is no
address, such lawsuit shall be exclusively controlled by the competent court of jurisdiction.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, in the event that the address or residence of the User at that time
of the suing is not clear or in the event of the foreigner, the lawsuit shall be filed to the
competent court on the Civil Procedures Code.
② Any and all e-commerce-related lawsuits raised between the “Mall” and a User shall be
governed by the law of the Republic of Korea.

